
art fair Auntie-Freeze3 artist catalogue

1.  Mark Mason Untitled Sketch For Nude £55

"My drawings are about representing contrast - rendering light and shadow 
with line and cross hatching”. markbmason@zoho.com

2. Virginia Waterhouse Glimpse £95

“Painter; teacher; gardener; Remainer; great-grandmother. My abstracted 
landscapes explore how colour influences our emotional response”. 
waterhov@hotmail.co.uk

3. Kate Murdoch I ❤ the NHS £75

“An artist working predominantly in the medium of assemblage, collage and installation”. 
katemurdoch@ntlworld.com

4. Sue Armitage Winter shadows Southbank £150

"Came to art a bit late in life; but I’m making up for lost time”. sueandjim3@hotmail.com

5. Robin Rutherford Sea dreaming £200

“Artist has been both painting and teaching for many years, with work in private collections in the 
UK, Europe and USA and featured in European teaching publications”. 
mail@robinrutherford.co.uk

6. Maggie Learmonth Nor any drop to drink £75

“Landscape landmark memory experience questions moment place belonging narrative poetry 
metaphor somewhere anywhere walking serendipity”. maggielearmonth@gmail.com

7. Sahara Poette Mother, Daughter and the Only One £450

“Creatively flowing from the source”. www.poetteyoga.com


8. Maciek Blazejewski Drawing £50

"Post contemporary cliches, ironies & jokes of human condition & people's stupidity within politics 
& economy”. maciejblazejewski.com

9. Luke Ratz Little Green Glassosis £100

“Autodidact - specialization - drawing, installation, inventing, visual reasoning, conceptual 
thinking,  pseudo intellectualism, vipassana meditation…” ratz.ratz.ratz@gmail.com

10. Jenni Hodgson I ain’t got no... £150

“Painting is about reacting to experiences in an unplanned and intuitive way”. 
jennilhodgson@gmail.com

11. Geraldine Crimmins Circle £70

"Colour, texture and the human form are the themes of my art work”. crimmins16@gmail.com

12. Richard Mittens Bird brain £50

“I am a local artist”. richardmittens@hotmail.co.uk

13. Mark Summerfield Dream on £40

spike.1@btinternet.com 
14. Jack Blackburn Scream of a Clown £200

“Mixing influences ranging from medieval religious art to modern day comics let the artist to be 
your guide through a vivid vision of Hell”. www.instagram.com/jackpaintings

15. Angela Challands La vie en Rose £100

“The female gaze // The boy by the girl” angela.challands@gmail.com

16, 30. Christianna Mitchell Untitled Cities £225

“Artist examines the fluctuation and constantly evolving nature of the urban landscape. Through 
mixed media, she offers a line of artistic enquiry into cities, crafting a phenomenological 
impression of belonging”. christianna@blueyonder.co.uk

17. FILMS:

a. Joshua Evan and Leanne Staples Of Forgotten Dreams 1’15”

“Two artists sharing stories of navigating a world where we sometimes feel like an alien”.

hello@joshuaevan.org 
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b. Constantine Elĳah You 4’46” 
“Observer-photographer, post-minimalist filmmaker and decent coffee appreciator. I’m holding the 
best conversation by staying quiet”. constantine.elĳah@mail.com

c. Karen Turner Go 1’09”

“Art is a vehicle for social communication… Craft has a history of being a vehicle for Social 
Communication… I like to experiment with craft to develop my fine art practise…” 
www.karenturnerabit.com

d. Liberty Antonia Sadler Tenderfluid 2’45”

“Exploring themes such as fetish, eating disorders, misogyny, self-perception & the ever changing 
position, and meaning, of 'power' with 'tongue-in-cheek' approach to feminism, her work aims to 
both entertain and provoke the audience”. www.libertyantoniasadler.com

18. PolySara Postcards from Pimlico £5ea or £20 the set

“Local artist using predominantly acrylic and mixed media on postcard-size canvasses  to give a 
portraits of the local area she grew up in”. polysara@yahoo.com

19. Spike Summerfield Rocket Tits £195

“Artist”. spike.1@btinternet.com

20. Caroline Cooper Enlightenment £195

“I have always been interested in making art as an instinctive, creative act of expressing 
emotions, subconsciously, for therapeutic purposes”. carolinecooperuk@gmail.com

21. Pat Hayward Pink £60

"Love art”. hutch38@icloud.com


22. Jenni Hogdson I ain’t got no… £150

“Painting is about reacting to experiences in an unplanned and intuitive way”. 
jennilhodgson@gmail.com

23. Patrick Maguire Art £99.99

"I’m just looking for rainbows”.  pjmaguire2nd@icloud.com

24. Joshua Freddie Vaughan Orangesum Demon £180

"Curator and Artist exploring symbolism and alchemy in printmaking and sculpture”. 
joshuafreddievaughan@gmail.com

25. Irena Halder The Artist John Frusciante NFS

“I’m an outsider artist, completely self taught, completely in love with what I do”. 

www.deviantart.com/irenahalder 
26. Caroline Cooper Awakening £195

“I have always been interested in making art as an instinctive, creative act of expressing 
emotions, subconsciously, for therapeutic purposes”. carolinecooperuk@gmail.com

27. Jenny Nash A mouse in a glue trap £99 (Proceeds go to RSPCA)

“Stay broke. Shoot film!” www.instagram.com/sullenriotphotography

28. Richard Mittens Two £30

“I am a local artist”. richardmittens@hotmail.co.uk

29. Mark Goldby The Scan £250

“I go on site responsive residencies to analyse personal identity against the backdrop of location”. 
markgoldby@gmail.com

31. Pat Hayward Untitled £60

"Love art”. hutch38@icloud.com

32. Glen Riches Crossroad Burial £300

“I am an East London artist who memorialises folklore, history and myth in stained glass”.

glen_riches@outlook.com
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